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[57] ABSTRACT 
Method of manufacturing envelopes for cathode-ray 
tubes, in particular for oscillograph tubes, in which 
first a cone having a cylindrical and a rectangular end 
is formed by sealing together two identical pre-shaped 
dishes of mirror plate, after which a neck composed of 
tubular glass is sealed to the cylindrical end of the 
cone and a rectangular screen of mirror plate is sealed 
to the rectangular end. 

4 Claims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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METHOD OF MANUFACTURING ENVELOPES 
FOR CATHODE-RAY TUBE 

The invention relates to a method of manufacturing 
envelopes for cathode-ray tubes, in particular for oscil 
lograph tubes, in which pre-shaped glass elements are 
sealed together to form an envelope having a neck, a 
cone with at least partly rectangular cross-section and 
a rectangular screen. . 

In such a known method, an envelope body compris 
ing the cone and the neck and having a rectangular 
cross-section throughout the length is composed of two 
halves so that it is possible that two oppositely located 
walls of the envelope body extend in parallel; this latter 
is not possible in manufacturing an envelope body con 
sisting of one single part in connection with the re 
moval of such a body from the press mould. 

It is the object of the invention to provide a method 
which enables the series production in different num 
bers in a very simple and economical manner of enve 
lopes having varying dimensions and shapes. 
According to the invention this object is mainly 

achieved in that by sealing together elements of mirror 
plate first a cone having a rectangular and a cylindrical 
end is formed, after which the envelope is composed by 
sealing together a tubular element, which forms the 
neck, to the cylindrical end and a rectangular plane 
mirror plate, which forms the screen, to the rectangular 
end. 
By starting from elements of mirror plate for the 

cone, from a tubular element for the neck, and from a 
piece of plane mirror plate for the screen, it is possible 
to compose the envelope in a very cheap manner from 
standard products which are obtainable in a variety of 
dimensions. 
The cone of the envelope obtained by the method ac 

cording to the invention has a uniform wall thickness 
which can be varied in a simple manner by starting 
from mirror plate having a different thickness; for the 
screen and the cone the same type of mirror plate may 
be used. 
The cone may be composed, for example, of four ele 

ments, one for each side of the cone, only a small pre 
shaping of the elements being necessary. In a preferred 
embodiment of the method according to the invention, 
however, the cone is formed by melting two identical 
dishes together which are obtained by cutting plates 
with a desired circumference from a ?at mirror plate 
and then positioning them on a convex mould, after 
which the plates and the mould are heated at such a 
temperature that the plates sag around the mould and 
engage the surface thereof, the dishes thus formed 
being ultimately cooled to room temperature and each 
time two dishes being welded together to form a cone. 

In contrast with the expensive pressing process in 
which inter alia a glass furnace for melting the glass is 
necessary, only a simple mould and furnace are re 
quired for carrying out the method according to the in 
vention; moulds for the production of newly designed 
envelopes and cones can be manufactured in a mini 
mum of time. An after-treatment of the dishes is not 
necessary. Moreover it is possible in a simple manner 
to manufacture envelopes of complex shapes, for ex 
ample, envelopes having a double cone the cross 
section of which decreases towards the two ends, or en 
velopes having a cone the cross-section of which at the 
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same end increases in one direction and decreases in 
the other direction. 
A cone of the accurate desirable shape and dimen 

sions is obtained in a further preferred embodiment of 
the method according to the invention in that for weld 
ing two dishes together they are centered in a mould 
relative to each other in such manner that their edges 
to be welded together contact each other, after which 
the edge portions of the dishes are: heated by means of 
burners until the glass of the edge portions becomes 
electrically conductive after which they are further 
heated by means of thermal energy caused by the Joule 
effect until the edges are sealed together, the resulting 
cone being then cooled. The welding seams on the cone 
are proportionally narrow and show a uniform appear 
ance so that an after-treatment of the welding seams is 
not required. _ 

According to another preferred embodiment of the 
method according to the invention the dishes during 
welding together are moved relative to each other in a 
direction normal to their edges to be welded together. 
As a result of this measure, a solid welded joint having 
a uniform strength throughout the length of the welding 
seams is obtained. 
The envelope manufactured by means of the method 

according to the invention is characterized by the tu 
bular neck, by the cone which is composed of several 
elements and by the characteristic shape of the cone 
the rectangular cross-section of which on the side of 
the screen changes into a cylindrical cross-section on 
the side of the neck. 
The invention will be described in greater detail with 

reference to an embodiment shown in the drawing. In 
the drawing: 
FIG. 1 shows an envelope obtained by the method ac 

cording to the invention, 
FIG. 2 shows a mirror plate to be formed into a dish, 

FIGS 3, 4 and 5 are a plan view, a side-elevation and 
a front elevation of a mould with a plate placed 
thereon, 
FIG. 6 shows the mould with the deformed plate, 
FIG. 7 is a perspective view of the shaped dish, 
FIGS. 8 and 9 are a side elevation and a front eleva 

tion of a mould for welding the dishes together, 
FIG. 10 shows a cone composed. of two dishes. 
The embodiment relates to an envelope 1 to be man 

ufactured by means of the method according to the in 
vention and shown in FIG. 1 the cone 3 of which having 
a cylindrical end 5 and a rectangular end 7 is composed 
of two identical dishes 9. A tubular element 11 is sealed 
to the cylindrical end 5 and forms the neck 13 of the 
envelope 1. The screen 15 of the envelope is formed by 
a rectangular flat mirror plate 17 provided on the rect 
angular end 7. 
For manufacturing the envelope 1, a smaller plate 

which is denoted in the drawing by 21 is cut from a flat 
mirror plate not shown. The dimensions and the cir 
cumference of the plate 21 are chosen to be so that said 
plate forms the development of the dish 9 to be formed 
and thus of half of the cone 3 divided in the longitudi 
nal direction. The plate 21 is then positioned on a 
mould 23 and secured relative to the mould, for exam 
ple, by means of clamps. This position is shown dia 
grammatically in FIGS. 3, 4 and 5. The shape and the 
dimensions of the part of the mould 23 serving for the 
design of the plate 21 are identical to the shape and the 
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dimensions of the dish 9. The mould 23 and the plate 
21 are then heated uniformly to the softening tempera 
ture of the glass, for example, by placing the mould 
with the plate in a furnace or by passing it through a 
continuous furnace. Such a furnace 25 is shown dia 
grammatically in FIG. 6. As soon as the glass has 
reached the softening temperature, the plate 21 de 
forms, gradually sags around the mould 23 and ulti 
mately fully engages the surface of the mould, as is 
shown in FIG. 6. After cooling to room temperature, 
the dish 9 may be removed from the mould 23. The re 
sulting dish 9 is shown in FIG. 7. It is obvious that for 
the manufacture of a single envelope or of a compara 
tively small number of envelopes one single mould is 
sufficient, each time one dish being formed. For the 
manufacture of a greater number of identical enve 
lopes, two or more identical moulds may be used, sev 
eral disher being formed simultaneously or continu 
ously. 
The cone 3 is obtained by welding two dishes 9 to 

gether. The mould 27 shown in FIGS. Sand 9 may be 
used for this purpose. This mould comprises two pairs 

‘ of supports 29, 31 on which the two dishes 9 to be 
welded together are placed. The supports 29, 31 are se 
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cured so as to be adjustable to one end of two pairs of 25 
arms 33, 35. The other end of said arms is connected 
to rods 37 and 39, at least one of each pair of arms 
being pivotable relative to the associated rod. By means 
of a lever 41 the two arms 33 with the supports 29 can 
be adjusted relative to each other, while the arms 35 
with the supports 31 are adjustable relative to each 
other by means of a lever 43. The rod 39 bears on a 
telescopic supporting column 45 which is secured to a 
base plate 47. The rod 37 is slidably journalled relative 
to the supporting column 45 and can be moved up and 
down by means of a lever 49. Two ?xed pins 51 serve 
for guiding the rod 37. 
For welding two dishes 9 together to form a cone 3, 

the dishes are placed on the supports 29 and 31 in such 
manner that the longitudinal edges 53 and 55 of the 
dishes 9 extend in parallel and contact each other. The 
edge portions of the dishes 9 are then pre-heated by 
means of burners 57 until the glass of said edge por 
tions becomes electrically conductive. The edge por 
tions are then heated further by means of thermal en 
ergy caused by the Joule effect. For this purpose, cur 
rent is conveyed through the pre-heated edge portions 
by means of two pairs of electrodes 59 and 61 until the 
edges 53, 55 of the two dishes 9 are sealed together. 
During the melting together, the two dishes are periodi 
cally moved relative to each other in a direction normal 
to their edges to be welded together. For that purpose, 
the rod 37 with the arms 33 and the support 29 is 
moved up and down by means of the lever 53 with a 
very short stroke. After melting their edges together, 
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4 
the two welded dishes 9 are cooled and removed from 
the mould 27. FIG. 10 shows the resulting cone 3 of 
which the welding seams 63 have a uniform appear 
ance. Any after-treatment of the welding seams has 
been found to be unnecessary. 
A tubular element 11 which has been pretreated in 

known manner, is composed of tubular glass and will 
form the neck 13 of the envelope 1 is then sealed to the 
cylindrical end 5 of the cone 3. A rectangular ?at mir 
ror plate 17 is then provided on the rectangular end 7 
of the cone 3 and forms the screen 15 of the envelope 
1. 

It is possible in a very simple and cheap manner to 
manufacture, by means of the method according to the 
invention, envelopes having a diversity of dimensions 
and shapes of which the manufacture with the methods 
known so far and in particular of smaller numbers, is 
associated with very high costs. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A method of manufacturing envelopes for oscillo 

graph cathode ray tubes having a ?at screen portion, a 
cone portion and a tubular neck portion, comprising 
the steps of cutting from a glass plate the screen portion 
and, respectively, planar elements each having a pe 
riphery corresponding substantially to the periphery of 
an axial section of said cone portion, cutting a glass 
tube into lengths for said neck portion, positioning the 
planar elements on'a convex mold, heating the planar 
elements and the mold until the elements sag around 
the mold and engage the surface thereof, cooling the 
pre-shaped elements to room temperature, welding the 
pre-shaped elements together to form a cone, and 
welding the neck portion to one end and the screen 
portion to the other end of said cone portion. 

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein said one 
end of said cone and said tubular neck portion having 
substantially circular cross-sections, and said other end 
of said cone and said screen portion have substantially 
rectangular cross-sections. 

3. A method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in 
that for welding two pre-shaped elements together they 
are centered in a mould relative to each other in such 
manner that their edges to be welded together contact 
each other, after which the edge portions of the ele 
ments are heated by means of burners until the glass 
edge portions become electrically conductive, after 
which they are further heated by means of thermal en~ 
ergy caused by the Joule effect until the edges are 
sealed together, the resulting cone being then cooled. 

4. A method as claimed in claim 3, characterized in 
that the pre-shaped elements during welding together 
are moved relative to each other in a direction normal 
to their edges to be welded together. 

* >l< * * * 


